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Yerucham Reich

When I was a first year medical student a person I know, 
someone generally held to be quite smart and accom-

plished, originally an “FFB” from Brooklyn but who liked to 
make a show of cynical skepticism, asked me, with obvious 
gleeful anticipation of a confused and sheepish response from 
me, if now that I understood the biologic intricacies of how 
the human body works, have I lost, outgrown, my Jewish faith 
and beliefs? 

Even knowing what a cynical skeptic this person was, the 
foolishness, the ignorant, arrogant stupidity of the question, 
was breathtaking.  It is so obvious that the greater the com-
plexity, the grander the design, the more obvious it is that it 
is, indeed, the product of a grand, Intelligent Design. Of God. 

Why would an ostensibly intelligent person, when consid-
ering a living organism -- even the simplest living organism 
-- think that it came about by a series of random accidents, 
but if that same person came across something infinitely less 
complex, and also lacking any life, such as a typewriter, or 
a phone, or perhaps Rembrandt’s The Night Watch, or the 
Mona Lisa, they would judge instantly and without any doubt 
that they are the product of human, intelligent design. They 
would consider any other explanation to be madness. And yet, 
about the most complex, super designed, living entity, even 
the simplest form of which, that makes the grandest piece of 
art, or the tallest building, or the most sophisticated computer,  
by comparison, appear to be nothing more that a swirl of dust, 
they insist that no one designed it. It came about, they would 
insist, purely by accident, and is devoid of meaning. 

So why, do you suppose, that would be? Why would not 
just that foolish cynic, but most of the educated and scientific 
“elites” insist that it must be so? Why do they so defy logic, 
so exclude from consideration the obvious, the degree of ob-
viousness which for any other question would be accepted 
immediately as a likely truth?

Why do they insist, indeed make a veritable religion out 
of their insistence that it must be so, that it must be unguided, 
pure accident that resulted in the miraculous thing we call 
life? 

I think you know the answer. 
I suppose there have always been people who just don’t 

want to have to answer to God for their actions. Modern times, 
with the falling away in general of the power and draw of re-
ligion, and the rise of science, have opened a door through 
which some people leap, even if that door is in fact not bound 
factually or logically to the God question. They just choose 
to declare it so, for they are desperate to make that leap, and 
they think the way is now clear for them. And the prevailing 

cultural spirit of the “elites” makes it almost embarrassing for 
many to do otherwise. 

Think of it cosmically. The single most important ques-
tion a person or a society can face is the God question. That 
colors all of existence, and every action, every choice, a per-
son or a society makes. And the devil that works constantly to 
draw us away from Him is very powerful, and very convinc-
ing. Especially if it operates with the imprimatur, however 
false, of “science”, or “education”, or “sophistication”, or 
“enlightened modernity”.

In Parashas Ki Savo God appeals to us directly about 
this stark choice we must face, with starkly differing conse-
quences. God is bound to us, the Torah declares, in language 
that evokes the concept of a betrothed, bound together, loving 
couple. Do as God commands you, the Nation is told, live as 
He requires you to live, and you will be His Treasured Peo-
ple, you will be exalted and you will be ascendant. You will 
be blessed in every way. Turn against God, and you will be 
cursed in every way. This is the famous Tochacha, the warn-
ing of terrible punishments if we turn away from God. And 
the same Nation that stood at Sinai, that proclaimed “Na’aseh 
V’nishma”,  that indeed at times merited and enjoyed all those 
many blessings, has also, through much of its history, also had 
all those terrible curses brought down upon its head. 

The choice should be so easy -- and yet we know, and his-
tory has shown, that it is not. How would we, as individuals 
and as a Nation, earn merit before God if it were so easy? If 
God is not obviously sitting on your shoulder all the time, it 
seems, whispering in your ear, reminding you, there is a ter-
rible predilection for going astray. And the entire structure of 
our society, our family life and our education, Jewish chinuch 
in the home and in the community, has been geared to this 
very purpose. But life is complicated, things don’t always go 
right or well, temptation is strong, results are by design not 
obvious, and there have always been those who have fallen 
away.  And we live in an age in which so many have, nebech, 
fallen away, dragging their subsequent generations down with 
them.  

The long and terrible exile, which is supposed to atone for 
our sins, has also created the conditions for fostering yet more 
sin and alienation. One can only hope that the former carries 
more weight before God than the latter. 

Those who have removed God from the picture of life 
have also removed any objective basis for, or standard of, mo-
rality. Without God there is no right or wrong. Anything else 
is just a flimsy human construct, totally subjective, as varied 
and as temporary as local habits and fashion may dictate. 

THE LIGHT OF DAY
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In a cold, amoral and purposeless Godless world, there 
is no reason to be kind or good. Some may behave kindly 
because it is their nature to do so, but not because that is their 
cosmic purpose in being here. In that terrible world, there 
is no purpose at all to man’s being here. How terrible. How 
frighteningly empty, how devoid of meaning, such an exis-
tence would be.

God has taught us that we are here to do good, and He has 
taught us as well that for the Jew there is a specific formula 
that defines what doing good is. For the Jew it is not just hav-
ing a kind heart or caring about others or being kind to ani-
mals, even if those are worthwhile and necessary traits. For 
the Jew it means living the life mandated by the Torah, in ev-
ery way. It means toiling in Torah study, so that we may come 
to know His will, and to ardently and joyfully fulfill His will. 

And while there are many things, in every sphere of life, 
that we must do, there is one particular avenue to Godliness 
and its rewards that appears to be especially highlighted in the 
Torah, and which is featured in Parashas Ki Savo’s formula 
for attaining God’s blessing.

What we have, in this world,  the Jew understands, is be-
stowed upon us by our Creator, who apportions to each person 
according to His wisdom and Judgment. He then waits to see 
what we do with what we have been given. In the amoral, 
Godless construct of the world, there is no reason to do any-
thing with wealth other than to use it for one’s pleasure, and to 
strive to amass more, for more pleasure. There may be times 
and places where charity is practiced, but it is only for a cal-
culated, utilitarian purpose.

There is nothing, in fact, wrong with enjoying, in a nor-
mal way, the blessings of life. But if that enjoyment is utterly 
self- indulgent, it negates the very reason that the wealth was 
bestowed in the first place, and indeed negates the very reason 
Man was placed on this Earth. In God’s world, this sharing of 
what one has with the less fortunate, often requiring a great 
act of will for it is hard to part with one’s hard earned money, 
is fulfillment of His will of the highest order. 

It is righteousness. It is Tzedaka. 
The power of tzedaka is very great. With it, we learn in our 

parasha, in an uncommonly moving and evocative passage, 
we can approach God Himself and declare, I have listened 
to your voice O God, and have obeyed Your commandments. 
Hashkifa mim’on kodshecha, gaze down upon us from Your 
holy abode, from the heavens, and bless Your nation, Israel, 
and the Land that You have bestowed upon us, as You prom-
ised to our forefathers, a land flowing with milk and honey!

And, in the continuing flow of consolation, in the Haf-
tarah, these weeks after Tisha B’Av and before Rosh Hasha-
na, the prophet Yeshayahu promises further: Your suffering 
will come to an end, your exile will come to an end, the dark-
ness of separation from God and from the Land will come to 
an end. Your lives will be filled with the God and the faith of 
your fathers; the strange and alien philosophies will no longer 
turn you away from Him. You will no longer have need of 
the sun for the light of day, or the brightness of the moon to 
illuminate the night. God will be your eternal light and your 
glory. Never again will your sun set, nor will the moon be hid-
den from you, for God will be your light forever, and the days 
of your mourning will be ended.

The power of tzedaka is indeed very great, as is the power 
of faith, as is the power of Torah, as is the power of suffering.  
That is our story. Those bind us to God.   Blessed is the person 
who sees the world in all its miraculous beauty and complex-
ity, who  understands the great gift of opportunity that life is, 
who recognizes and reaches out to his Creator, who declares 
to God through word and deed  “I am yours!”, in consequence 
of which God lovingly replies, “and I am yours!”.

Yerucham Baruch Reich
Parashas Ki Savo 5777
We are pleased to announce the upcoming publication, 
this spring, of Dr. Reich’s new book, by Gefen  Publishing 
House. 

Yerucham Reich

R’ Boruch Yechiel Schreiber
PARSHAS KI SOVO: LESSON FROM THE HAFTORAH

This week’s Haftora includes a famous posuk; “ViA-
meich kulam Tzadikim” Your nation are all righteous 

people. This Posuk is famous because it is with this that we 
begin the weekly Pirkei Avos during the summer months: 
“Kol Yisroel Yesh lahem chelek Liolam haba, shnemar Via-

meich kulam Tzadikim” All of Klal Yisroel has a portion in 
Olam Haba as it says “Your nation are all righteous peo-
ple”.

What does this mean that we all have a portion in Olam 
Haba, and are all righteous Tzadikim? Aren’t there many of 
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us that unfortunately are not Tazdikim. To the contrary the 
Gemara says there isn’t any person that hasn’t sinned. This 
is the idea behind Elul, when we work on doing teshuva and 
repenting for our sins. How can it be that we are all given 
a carte blanche entrance to Olam Haba, and are all consid-
ered as Tzadikim. 

We could explain this by saying that everyone gets a 
very small portion. As we work and do more Mitzvos, our 
portion grows. But even someone who is filled with Aveiros, 
has a deep untouched “pintele” within him that is pure and 
is worthy of a portion, however small, in Olam Haba.

While this is definitely true, the posuk seems to indi-
cate that Klal Yisroel are all “Tzadikim”. This is difficult to 
understand. Surely there are among us those that can’t be 
categorized as a Tzadik? 

The Meiri explains that the Posuk means after we do 
Teshuva or alternatively get punished for our sins, we are 
then considered Tzadikim. This is very encouraging. As far 
as we stray, and as many sins as we do, if we return and do 
proper Teshuva, or if Chas Visholom we don’t do Teshuva 
and get punished for our sins, we then become pure again 
and are considered a Tzadik. 

Perhaps we can suggest a different meaning to this po-
suk. The posuk is not referring to each individual Yid. Of 
course individually there are many that don’t deserve to be 
called a Tzadik. But as a whole, Klal Yisroel as one unit are 
considered to be Tzadikim. 

It is for this reason that the Mishna tells us, “Al Tifrash 
min Hatzibur” don’t separate yourself from the community. 
Being part of a Klal, connects you to the nation Klal Yisroel 
who is always considered good. Therefore, it is important 
to belong to a community, to daven in a Mokom Kavuah, 
so that you can always be connected to Klal Yisroel, and be 
included in the “tzadik” status.

This idea is also found in the Haftorah of Parshas 
Vayeira where the ‘isha shunamis’ was offered by Elisha to 
make her special and bring her special honor by the king. 
She answered with the famous words, “bisoch ami onochi 
yosheves” within my nation I wish to dwell. Interestingly 
she used the same term “Ami; my nation” as in our posuk; 
“viameich” kulam Tzadikim”. Perhaps she was referring to 
this idea of not wanting to stand out among everyone else. 
Rather be part of the Klal, and be sure to enjoy the benefit 
of Klal Yisroel as a whole, than to be set apart even if this 
means she will have special privileges from the king. 

The Gemora says that every Jew, even the empty ones 

among us, are filled with Mitzvos like pomegranate seeds. 
(there are those that claim that the average amount of seeds 
found in pomegranates are 613, as the Taryag Mitzvos, 
though I’m not aware if there is a credible source for this). 
What is the meaning of this? If every Jew has a least as 
many Mitzvos as Pomegranate seeds, why is he considered 
an “empty” Jew?

I once heard from Horav Avrohom Schorr Shlit”a an ex-
planation of this. A pomegranate is filled with many seeds, 
but they are each separated with a membrane. This is sym-
bolic of the “empty” Jew. True he does many Mitzvos, but 
he does them in a fashion where they aren’t helping build 
his character, where each Mitzva is done haphazardly on 
its own, without a mission to elevate himself and become a 
better person. Thus he is similar to the pomegranate, in that 
he is indeed filled with Mitzvos but they are each separated 
from each other, without creating one big mass of goodness. 

Using this analogy, we can explain it differently. Klal 
Yisroel as a whole is pure. When we come together and pool 
are resources we are “Tzadikim”. When we keep to our-
selves and try to live life alone, we don’t necessarily merit 
to be considered a Tzadik. Every Yid does Mitzvos, but if 
he keeps himself separated like the pomegranate seeds, that 
are separated by the inner membrane, then we will remain 
empty, because we can’t possibly do enough Mitzvos to fill 
our lot. But if we connect with our friends and neighbors 
and belong to a community then all the Mitzvos infuse to-
gether and collectively we become Tzadikim. 

The Chofetz Chaim says that Klal Yisroel is similar to a 
military. The military is made up of many divisions. There 
is the army, the navy, the air force and the marines. Each 
division must do their job as required, in order for the col-
lective war to be won. So too, Klal Yisroel is made of Koha-
nim, Leviyim and Yisraelim. Each have their specific Mitz-
vos which the others can’t do. Nevertheless, together we 
accomplish them all. The Chofetz Chaim gives a Remez for 
this: Ain Kli Machzik Bracha ela hasholom, there is no ves-
sel to hold blessings other than peace. The Chofetz Chaim 
says the world “kli” which means vessel is an acronym for 
“Kohanim, Leviyim and Yisroelim”. 

On Rosh Hashana we daven that we should become 
“Aguda Achas Lasos Rotzoncha” One bundle to do Your 
will. This is the only way we can succeed. We need to be 
make sure we get along with Achdus, and become one unit-
ed nation, then we are indeed all Tzadikim. 

R’ Boruch Yechiel Schreiber
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WEEKLY INSIGHTS
R’ Aharon Finkelstein  Chaver HaKollel

When we consider this week’s perasha, we find that 
there are two main points to extract within the 28th 

chapter. It begins by stating, “And it shall come to pass that 
if you follow the directives of Hashem and observe all of His 
commandments which He has commanded you” (Ki Tavo 
28:1), then blessing will be bestowed upon you. The second 
half of this chapter focuses on the exact antithesis, which is if 
we do not follow Hashem’s directives then a list of curses will 
be the consequence.

When evaluators of history probe the reasons behind 
the successes and failures of nations, they usually look at 
economic stability, geographical location, or social schematics 
to determine why the result was the way it was.

 Judaism takes a vastly different approach. Even though 
these variables do play a role in the nation’s outcome, it is 
in reality only a part of the picture. Successes and failures 
have a Divine element as well to consider. The Jew has a 
pictorial of life that professes that when one follows the ways 
of Torah an abundance of good tidings will be the result and 
conversely when one dislodges himself from Hashem’s ways, 
an abundance of bad tidings will befall him.

 When contemplating these two possibilities before man, 
one should be aware of a verse noting a particular blessing 
which will come upon a person who follows Hashem’s ways. 
It states, “Blessed are you in your coming and Blessed shall 
you be in your going” (Ki Savo 28:6). This may on the surface 
seem like a general blessing being applied to all aspects of 
one’s travels within his life, but our Sages teach us that this 
verse has far more to offer than meets the eye.

 Rashi (1040-1105) explains the verse in light of an 
explanation given in the Talmud (Bava Metzia 107a), where 
it conveys that the structure of the verse seems incompatible 
with its simple meaning. If the verse is indicative of one’s 
travels then it should have said “Bless shall you be in your 
going and then state blessed shall you be in your coming”, as 
the Talmud explains, one who is in his house first goes out and 
then he comes back home. Why then is the verse structured in 
reverse, blessing the coming and then one’s going?

Our sages teach that the reason why our verse first list 
that one should be blessed in his coming and only then in his 
going is because the verse is not talking about one that leaves 
his house and then returns. It is instead, a metaphor focusing 
on a grander picture. The verse is describing life – it is talking 
about one coming into this world and then one going out from 
this world. One should be blessed that his departure from this 
world should be without sin just as he came into the world. 

The Midrash writes – “Happy is the man whose hour of death 
is like the hour of his birth.”

This interpretation helps lend a significant hand to each of 
us as we approach Rosh Hashana. Let us see if we can delve 
more deeply into it to discover an interesting meaning.

What does Rosh Hashana, the start of a new year, convey 
to us?

It should be a time to reflect, a time of reawakening, and 
a time to make resolutions of adjustments for the future. The 
basic principle of Rosh Hashana is to imbue within us that life 
is fleeting, that another year has passed, and to contemplate 
what I have done as a result of the past 365 days.

Let us think for a moment about a how we entered the 
world. We came in as a new baby, fresh, pure, coming into the 
open arms of love and affection which was showered upon us.  
Family and friends surrounded each of us as a new bundle of 
joy, expressing their happiness with smiles and laughter.

What is at the root of this happiness?
Rabbi Abraham Cohen (1887-1957) states that the 

happiness of a new born infant lies in the fact that at this 
juncture, there is so much hope of what will be. The infant at 
this point is a riddle which only time can solve. The parents 
set their minds to the future – what will this bundle of joy 
turn out to be? There is the possibility of so much good that 
can emanate forth from him, yet realistically there is the 
possibility of so much evil as well. A baby has the potential to 
become a source of pride for his parents, but he may also turn 
out to be the exact opposite as well. Yet, since at this point in 
time the future lies hidden away, it gives parents the ability to 
dream of what will be and it is in this contemplation that so 
much happiness comes about.

But, how many times have the dreams of parents fallen 
short of the actual reality that unfolded?

When considering the human voyage of life, one can 
compare it to that of a ship. Each one of us has been sent 
from our port into the sea of existence and at that point 
expectations and high hopes surround us. But the sea of life 
can be a treacherous one. There are huge rocks in the ocean 
which stand as an obstacle to where we need to get to. The 
waves and currents of the waters can be unexpected and 
overwhelming. Our very own ship may encounter trouble in 
monitoring direction or managing its own ability to endure.

So many ships that embark never reach the exact 
destination that it set its sights on in the beginning.

So too, the spiritual endeavor of man can hold strong 
resemblance to this ship. The Torah is filled with a compass, 
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a guide, a roadmap, of the many obstructions that one may 
encounter. In it, is the very lesson that we need in order to 
arrive safely at the harbor that was destined for us when we 
began our journey. And despite this gift, so many of us may 
abandon this compass of life, we neglect the teachings of our 
Torah, and we throw ourselves recklessly into the foray of life 
with only the hope that everything will turn out alright.

What the Torah instructs us when stating, “Blessed are 

you in your coming and blessed shall you be in your going”, 
is that you should be blessed to stay on the spiritual course of 
high hopes that was there when you came into the world all 
the way until the time when you have to leave this world.

The High Holidays are fast approaching – it is truly a time 
to evaluate our direction, our purpose, and our destination.

Stay on the course of blessing and you will have truly 
chosen life. 

R’ Aharon Finkelstein

R’ Akiva Eisenstadt  Rosh Kollel 
THE CLARION CALL

Allan Larkin was a wonderful man who lived with his 
charming wife Bea in Manhattan Beach for as long as I 

can remember. This past week a group of us gathered around 
his final resting place for an unveiling on the occasion of his 
first yartzait. It was a bittersweet experience as his family 
remembered him, his mottos and his love for them and his 
life. One thing that was mentioned was his love for his Shul, 
the Shtieble, and his Yiddishkeit and it was within that specific 
context that I myself came to know who Allan was.

 You see, Allan prayed with a special intensity which 
I believe defined who he was as a person. His amein yehei 
shmei rabbas reverberated and resonated so powerfully 
across the confines of our Shtieble.  There wasn’t anything 
that could hold back from attending shul. When it snowed he 
was there. When it was twelve below zero he was there. For 
him, Hashem listening to his prayers and being in the Shtieble 
was who he was a Jew and he would always let you know that. 
I think that nothing said it better than his booming barchu at 
the conclusion of every maariv, a Barchu which still echoes 
in our minds, which told us that this was so meaningful and 
essential to who he was. 

Rabbi Moshe Plutchok, Moreh D’asra of the Shtiebel, has 
a tremendous insight about an unusual petition which some 
recite during the Mussaf prayers on the Yomim Naroim and 
Yom Tov.

In certain machzorim, during Kedusha, there is an extra 
prayer which one could recite when arriving at the words-  
“Aiyei Mekom Kevodo”- where is the place of glory for 
God - which is the quintessential question asked by the 
angels of Hashem’s presence throughout the world. At that 
moment we can insert this special prayer. It truly seems like 
a wonderful opportunity, for we can choose from one of three 
great sounding requests. We can ask for a better parnassa, 
livelihood. We can also choose and ask for great, smart and 

successful kids. Or behind door number three, we can even 
ask for Ruach Hakodesh. Yet, what are we really doing? 
How do we know which one to choose? Why is this prayer 
specifically inserted by these words of Kedusha? 

In this week’s parsha there is a famous pasuk which is 
especially relevant as Rosh Hashana rapidly approaches. 
Hashkifa Mim’on Kodshecha min Hashamayim, U’ Bareich 
es amcha yisroel.- Gaze down from your holy abode, from the 
heavens, and bless your people, Israel. 

When the Torah uses the word “Hashkifa”- gazing, it 
usually connotes a careful examination by Hashem when he 
is looking to determine the appropriateness of a punishment 
for a person or nation. Sufficed it to say, Hashkifa is not a 
term that is written during auspicious occasions, nor is it a 
word meant for favorable times. Distinctively, this term was 
used when the angels of Hashem looked down at the infamous 
nation of Sedom when the Torah tells us Vayashkifu al pnei 
Sedom,- and they gazed towards the plains of Sedom. This 
was the act which started the process of judging and sealing 
the fate of this evil city.

However, the word is also used in last week’s parsha of 
bikurim, a moment in time when Jews brought their first ripened 
fruits to the Temple and presented them to the Kohanim. This 
was a ritual which included a moving declaration of gratitude 
to Hashem for his eternal role as our guide throughout history. 
It is when we gifted fruits in recognition of Hashem’s largess 
and kindness to all of us. 

The parsha then continues into the matter of Tzeddaka 
and maaser which we separate and give to the Leviim and to 
the poor, destitute and downtrodden. 

And it was at this point that we ask Hashem - Hashkifa 
Mim’on Kodshecha min Hashamayim - Gaze down from 
your holy abode, from the heavens. 

If the word “Hashkifa” is usually used for justice, din, and 
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at not so happy times, then why is it used here in the parsha 
of bikurim?

Rashi enlightens us and tells us that it is specifically 
because of the kind of actions that this parsha talks about; the 
acts of chesed, the concern for others and the consideration 
for the poor, which were the keys that had the power to 
transform the predilection and regular connotation of the 
word “Hashkifa”. When we perform acts of chesed we can 
adjust, so to say, the midah of strict justice to the midah of 
Rachamim, mercy. 

Yet, asks Rav Elazer HaKohen Kahanav Zt’L, Rosh 
Yeshiva Torah V’daas, it seems that there should be more 
of a correlation from the story of Sedom and its use of the 
word “Hashkifa” to our parsha of Tzedaka, Bekurim and its 
“Hashkifa”. What is the link and relationship between these 
Parshios in which the very same word connotes two very 
different ideals? 

He eloquently explains that the word Hashkifa means 
much more than mere gazing or looking. It is a manner in 
which Hashem was searching for the principles and mores by 
which a person or nation live their lives. 

When Hashem was Hashkifa- gazing- he was looking for 
the Hashkafa- the outlook on life, the ideals, the morals and 
ethics, of the nation. What do they stand for? What are their 
goals and what is their focus? 

Yes, Hashem understands that people fail. Yes, they fall. 
Yes, they sin. Nevertheless, that may not be the whole person 
or nation. Perhaps there is another side by which to tell and 
discover the essence and their inherent goodness. When a 
person does an Aveirah, as unfortunate as that may be, it still 
does not define who the person is. Possibly and conceivably, it 
is a momentary lapse in judgment; maybe it was a ruach shtus 
that affected him, but that doesn’t mean that his entire life can 
be judged and based on the wrong act or sin.

The city of Sedom was evil, but was it really? Was there a 
reason to save them? Perhaps at this crucial juncture there was 
a saving grace which could stand up and defend them? The 
pasuk tells us “Vayashkifu al p’nei Sedom -they looked, they 
gazed at the very essence of the city’s inhabitants and they 
could not find an iota of goodness and kindness. The city had 
defined themselves by their actions and by their words and by 
their hashkafa. Nothing would have changed for the better, as 
this was their way of life and this was who they were. 

On the very flipside is the parsha of bikurim and the 
words of “Hashkifa Mim’on Kodshecha min Hashamayim, 
U’Bareich es amcha yisroel.”

After a year of struggle and investment, and after months 

of toiling in the fields, laboring to bring the money home, 
any person could start to think and say that it was their own 
hard work which succeeded in producing the fruit, grain and 
everything they had. In truth, they could have thought that 
they had indeed built that. So why would they want to share 
it with the kohanim, leviim and the poor? Why should anyone 
but themselves have the right to their hard gotten gains? 
Perhaps one can even say that their charity and goodness of 
bikurim, Tzedaka and maasim tovim was but a momentary 
lapse. Maybe it was just a thing they did. Perhaps it was 
because they felt they needed to, or commanded to, or peer 
pressure, but they really didn’t want to. 

But this week’s Parsha tells us that this wasn’t the manner 
in which they gave it, or how it is supposed to be done. The 
Bikurim and Tzedaka were given B’simcha u’bileiv Tov. It was 
given from the very first of their fruits in golden baskets and 
with a generosity of spirit. It was with praise to God and with 
a smile, knowing full well that even with our own hishtadlus, 
work and perseverance; nothing comes and nothing is gained 
without Hashem’s will. 

This moment defined us and who we really are. We ask of 
Hashem at this moment to Hashkifa Mim’on Kodshecha min 
Hashamayim, U’Bareich es amcha yisroel- gaze down at us 
and see the hashkafa  of our lives, to see our real outlook, our 
true goals, our genuine focus and our intrinsic being. Yes, we 
may have failed, we may have fallen, we may have sinned, 
but we remain a nation pure and proud, with an inner essence 
intact and spirit never to be broken.

Two different Parshios. Two very different uses of the 
word hashkifa, and two exceptionally diverse ways and 
definitions of life. 

We define our lives and the way that they’re run. The 
decisions we make, the outlook we bring into our homes. The 
character, nature and temperament of our behavior and actions 
serves only to bring out the heart, core and essence of who we 
really are, of how people view us and what our legacy will 
be. Yes, we may fall. Yes, we may fail. Yes, we may sin. But 
those moments don’t necessarily define us. If we make our 
way back and reveal who we really are; proud Jews, a nation 
who has struggled to remain a nation true to God and true to 
the Torah, then that will be our legacy, and our heritage.

Rav Plutchok explains that when we stand on the holy 
Yom Tov day and recite the words Ayei Mekom Kevodo what 
we are really saying is how can we, with whatever talent, 
gift, parnassa and position in life that Hashem gave us, honor 
Hashem in the best manner possible. “Where do we stand in 
life? What are our goals, what are our Hashkafos? Should our 

R’ Akiva Eisenstadt
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R’ Heshy Kahan|Chaver HaKollel

Q: Why is kosher meat so much more expensive then meat 
from a cow that is not ritually slaughtered?

A: In general ritual slaughter differs in many variant aspects then 
does other common techniques of slaughter. Specifically the fact 
that the slaughterer must:

1. Make sure that there is no nicks on the knife1 by running 
his fingernail over it prior to each slaughter (this is to 
assure that the kill will be quick, clean and painless to 
the animal). 

2. Have a knife that is uncovered during the entire 
shechitah hence there is no thin sharp blade in the 
beginning or end of it (this is known as chaladah).

3. Thoroughly wash the neck of the animal to make sure 
that all sand and particles are removed which may cause 
a nick in the knife during slaughter.

4. Keep a steady hand and employ one continuous 
movement as it has to be a slaughter and not a “rip”. 
The animal must therefore be in a particular position so 
that there is not undue pressure placed upon the knife as 
it must be the back and forth movement of the knife not 
a pushing down on the animal that kills it.

5. Make sure to avoid the spine and only cut through the 
throat between the larynx and lower part of the trachea 
and esophagus. 

6. Remove all forbidden fats, blood vessels and nerves.2 

7. Hang the carcass upside down so to drain the animal of 

all the blood.

8. Soak the meat following slaughter for half hour, then 
salt it for another hour and then wash it three times so 
as to remove all the blood.

Q: Although the above mentioned processes is quite extensive 
and in need of more man power what would be the reason 
that makes kosher beef more then double the price of its non 
kosher counterpart?

A: The Torah3 states that “meat from an animal that has been 
torn in the field” may not be eaten. This means that aside for the 
animal having to be

	of a kosher species (inclusive of cow, sheep, goat, deer, 
bison, antelope and gazelle)

	ritually slaughtered by a trained shochet (slaughterer)

the animal also has another biblical requirement to be

	whole.

[It is interesting to note that it is this last requirement to be whole 
that’s rightfully referred to as “traif”. If it’s not from a kosher 
species then it would be called temai’ah (impure) and if was 
from a kosher animal but not ritually slaughtered then it would 
be called a nevailah (carcass). For whatever reason all of these 
scenarios have come to be coined as “traif” even though not all 
of them have the issue of being “ripped” into.]

Q: What is not considered whole that would render the 
animal not kosher?

R’ Akiva Eisenstadt

HALACHIC PERSPECTIVES: GLATT KOSHER

focus at this time in our lives be on our kids or are we past 
that stage and the way to serve the Ribon Shel Olam will be 
through our  Torah learning or through charity? Do we use the 
money Hashem gave us for the good that it can do? Do we 
daven, pray, learn the way we are supposed to? Where do we 
stand right now?

It is at that moment that we are supposed to get a clarity 
of what our focus should and could be in our relationship with 

Hashem and the best way in which we can bring out kavod 
Shamayim.  

Allan Larkin’s resounding Barchu, inspiring life and his 
Emunah Peshuta was a paradigm for that clarity in life. When 
he was here he knew exactly where he stood.  

And it is with this clarity that we all should merit a 
good, gezunt, and wonderful  year with nachas to all of Klal 
Yisroel.
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A: Any lesion, rip, broken bone, illness, puncture or defect 
sufficient enough to kill the animal would render it treif 
(non-kosher). Since most of these defects are not viable from 
the outside they can only be discovered after the slaughter 
(otherwise known as b’dikas pnim/internal check). This is 
especially common on the lungs where there are many times 
found an adhesion which indicate a puncture in the lung walls. 

Q: How is one to know the status of the wholeness of the 
animal?

A: This is where the term “glatt” was coined as that is Yiddish for 
“smooth” (in Hebrew it’s referred to as “chalak” which means 
smooth as well) which basically refers to the lungs. Since only 
about 30% of all animals are in fact glatt this greatly increases 
the cost of kosher meat as they must sell the other 70% of these 
traifos along with the hind part of the kosher animals to the non-
kosher slaughter houses.

Q: How is one to determine if the meat that one is eating is 
glatt or not?

A: This is somewhat complicated as the term has become 
somewhat watered down in its true meaning. Simply put, 
hundreds of years ago one would be able to get a glatt kosher 
animal and assume that it was completely free of any adhesions. 
Because of the minimal supply of such animals certain poskim 
stretched the term glatt to include animals that have some smaller 
adhesions4 but can be easily removed. They state that as long as 
the lungs are blown up and proven to be airtight then that would 
be enough to earn the term “glatt”. 

Q: What does this more lenient view mean as far as the 
consumer is concerned?

A: Interestingly this means that when one sees the meat 
advertised as “glatt kosher” it may include the allowance of 
small adhesions that are able to be removed.5 On the other hand 
if an individual butcher is more strict with what he considers to 
be glatt, meaning that he considers an animal glatt only if there 
are no adhesions at all, then his not-glatt meat may in essence 
be more smooth then the glatt meat being advertised by his 
competitor who’s term of glatt is much more inclusive. 

Q: Do all segments of klal yisroel take on the above mentioned 
leniency?

A: What was mentioned above was the view of the Rama6 which 
is followed by Ashkanazic Jewry. The Sephardic tradition seems 
to be more stringent then that. The Bais Yosef held that any 
adhesions on the lungs would render the animal a traifah and 
unlike the Rama did not allow it to be removed. It is for this 
reason that there is meat that is known as “Bait Yosef” which 
the Sephardim generally purchase as this conforms to the view 
of the Bais Yosef which doesn’t consider any small adhesions 
to be kosher. 

Q: Is it therefore recommended for all Sephardim to avoid 
eating by any Ashkanazi simcha, friend or family member?

A: In a teshuva written over four hundred years ago by R’ 
Shmuel Abuhav zt”l7 it was ruled that a Sephardi may eat from 
an Ashkanazi based on the concept of safek/doubt. As although 
the label clearly states that it is not glatt according to Sephardic 
standards nonetheless it’s possible that the lungs were in fact 
completely smooth as not all animals have these adhesions. 
Taking this doubt into mind together with the fact that the 
Rama permitted some small adhesions to be removed, the D’var 
Shmuel allowed the intermingling of cultures. R’ Avodya Yosef 
zt”l went with this view specifically if it would lead to hurt 
feelings, or breach on any other form of bain adam l’chavairo. It 
would seems that one should rather be strict with keeping peace 
amongst Klal Yisroel then with keeping strictly Bait Yosef.

Q: Does the term glatt apply to all animals being slaughtered?

A: As is brought down clearly from the Rama that this leniency 
does not apply to young8 tender animals such as lamb, kid 
and veal. Therefore these animals must be completely smooth 
according to both Ashkanazi and Sephardi culture. Similarly 
chickens need to be glatt (unlike cows and oxen there is no 
such thing as a not glatt chicken as that would mean it’s traif). 
It should be known that almost all chickens in the United 
States and Canada are glatt without any issues hence the price 
difference between kosher and non kosher is not as great.

Q: What does the word “glatt” mean in contemporary 
society?

A: Unfortunately it really doesn’t mean much nowadays for 
both Sephardim and Ashkanazim. The reason being is that one 
has to inquire that the company slaughtering the cow employs 
only G-d fearing individuals as their Shochtim. As even the 
most smooth lungs on the farm says nothing about the quality 

R’ Heshy Kahan
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of the slaughter of that particular animal. To quote R’ Moshe 
Heineman of the Star-K: 

“Integrity and reliability, not “glatt,” “super-glatt,” or “Bais 
Yosef-glatt” labels or signs, should be the true guidelines for the 
kosher consumer. All too often, the conscientious homemaker 
gets caught up in hearsay, fancy advertising, and fallacious 
claims without bothering to separate fact from fiction. 
Therefore, it is always advisable to purchase meat that has 
been endorsed by a respectable rabbinic authority or respected 
kashrus organization. It is certainly advisable to purchase meat 
and poultry from a butcher who displays genuine integrity 
and commitment to Torah and mitzvos, along with his reliable 
supervision”

Q: Why is the word glatt used so much in modern-day 
advertising?

A: In general the word glatt has become synonymous with a 
higher standard of hashgacha although this has to be researched 
to check out the actual validity of that claim. There have been 
certain products such as:

•	 lettuce

•	 bean sprouts

•	 dairy airline meals

•	 cheeses

that have the word “glatt” on the wrapper when in essence 
these products are obviously quite far removed from needing 
to have their lungs be smooth. As is in all areas of kashrus one 
has to be sure that the agency and shochtim are up to one’s 
particular standards. If there are any particular questions one 
is always strongly encouraged to discuss this with a Rav who is 
knowledgeable of both 

(1) kashrus currency 

(2) one’s individual minhag and custom

when looking to decide which beef one should put into his 
mouth.   

FOOTNOTES

1. Otherwise known as the chalaf which is usually 18 inches long is 
equal in width for the entire length of the knife

2. Since it’s difficult to decipher the exact location of the sciatic 
nerve (gid hanasheh) which is forbidden to eat we remove the 
entire hind part of the animal so as to avoid all complications.

3. Shemos 22:30
4. No bigger then the size of a thread
5. According to the Rama these are known as ririn which means mu-

cous as opposed to an actual adhesion
6. Y.D. 39:13
7. In his sefer D’var Shmuel
8. Shach Y.D. 39:38 

Summer was just over and Rosh Hashanah is on the way. 
If we do not turn our attention to Rosh Hashanah, it 

may very well creep on us without our being prepared. Let 
us try and define Rosh Hashanah. Doing so is important, 
because if we know what it is all about, then we know 
what we should be focused on. On the one hand, Rosh 
Hashanah is just that; it is the beginning of the year. It is 
the anniversary of the creation of the world, or the creation 
of man. It is the anniversary of the “inauguration” of our 
King and the main focus of our tefillos reflect that idea. 
Rosh Hashanah is also Yom HaDin - judgment day, and, 

though not really part of the nusach hatefilla, each one of 
us turns to Hashem and beseeches Him for whatever it is 
we have on our mind.

HaYom haras olam, hayom yaamid ba’mishpat. It is the 
anniversary of creation and therefore a yom hadin. When 
Hashem created the world, He became the King over His 
subjects. Each year, on the day of Hashem’s “inauguration” 
we are mamlich Him once again, and He takes a good hard 
look at His subjects to see if they still belong at their posts. It 
is the day that Hashem created the world and became king 
and He therefore judges us; He wants to see if His malchus 

PARSHAS KI SAVO
Rabbi Avraham Greenwald
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is running smoothly; do any cabinet members have to be 
replaced; does anyone deserve a promotion. Think of a 
state of the union address, in which the President lets the 
country know where the country is and where it is heading. 
Le’havdil, Rosh Hashanah is the same. A look is taken at 
the past; what was accomplished this past year? And the 
future of the Kingdom is decided. The Torah tells us this 
secret at the end of parshas Va’yeishev. Pharaoh celebrates 
his birthday, or, according to some, the anniversary of 
his inauguration, and on that special day, one minister is 
returned to his post and the other is hanged. Did this have to 
take place on the day of celebration? The answer is yes! As 
king, he annually [on his birthday or anniversary of being 
crowned] took a good look at his ministers and subjects. 
The wine mixer deserved to be employed once again, and 
the baker had no place anymore as a minister of the king. 
This is Rosh Hashanah. 

Let us take this one step further. Why are we here? What 
are we meant to accomplish? The beginning of this week’s 
parshah, in a sense, defines Rosh Hasahana. The parsha 
begins with bikkurim. One of the first words that hit us, is 
you should bring mei’reishis…, from your first fruit. The 
word reishis is reminiscent of Bereishis, In the beginning, 
Hashem created. We immediately reminded of creation. 
Indeed, the Midrash in Bereishis tells us: Bereishis - For 
what purpose was creation? For Bikkurim which is called 
“reishis.” Our job on this world is to recognize Hashem as 
King and to demonstrate that to others. Avrohom Avinu was 
the first to do so, and it became our calling. This is bikkurim. 
We recognize Hashem in everything we have. We parade 
with much fanfare and simcha towards Yerushalayim and 
proclaim Hashem as the One who brought us to where we 
are and continues to provide for us. This is our purpose on 
this world. Rosh Hashanah is the anniversary of creation, 
when Hashem put man on this earth to recognize Him and 
bring honor to His name.

After thanking Hashem for all He has done, we end 
with Hashkifah... please look from the Heavens and bestow 
beracha upon us. Rashi comments: “We have done what 
You decreed upon us, now You do what you promised us.” 
In other words, we are here to spread the word that You 
are King. We have done so through bringing bikkurim. As 
loyal ministers, we now ask Hashem to continue giving 
us the ability to do so. We have done what You decreed, 

so please continue showering us with berachah so that 
we can continue performing our job. Take for example, 
an army. The king calls a meeting and decides to send his 
troops out to battle. The soldiers respond: We are ready to 
give our lives for you, but we cannot fight a war without 
ammunition. It is the same here, we would like to spread 
Hashem’’s Kingdom, but we need the tools with which 
to do that. This is Rosh Hashanah. On it we are mamlich 
Hashem. We declare that we recognize Hashem as King 
and are ready to be mamlich Hashem through our actions. 
And, indeed, Hashem takes a look at all his ministers on 
this earth - seeing if each one still belongs at his post - 
perhaps, he should be promoted or given a job that is more 
challenging etc. And in response to the din, we come to 
Hashem and say, look, we would like to be mamlich you; 
we would like to spread your Kingdom, but we can do so 
only with the proper ammunition, so please give us health, 
wealth, nachas, etc. so that we have the frame of mind and 
the time to perform the job we are meant to.

This idea is found further in the parsha as well. The 
pasuk says [28:1] And if you will listen... all the blessings 
will reach you... ki sishma be’kol Hashem. This is a 
very difficult pasuk. The pasuk begins by telling us “If 
you will listen...” and ends by repeating the same thing 
“ki, because, you have listened?!” Hakesav Ve’Hakabalah 
explains that the word ki does not mean “because”. It 
means “in order.” The pasuk is telling us the purpose of 
blessing. Some people work in order to... work, or eat in 
order to... eat. The Torah tells us: I will give you blessing. 
But, for what purpose? In order that you can continue 
listening to Hashem. 

The pasuk continues: Baruch ata be’vo’echa, baruch 
ata ba’tzei’secha and then c”v the opposite... Targum 
Yonason tells us something very interesting: Blessed are 
you when you go in to the batei midrashim; blessed are 
you when you go out to work. And arur ata when you go to 
entertainment venues instead of the beis midrash; arur ata 
when you go to work. Perhaps, this means as follows: If 
you utilize the beracha to go to beis midrash, I will continue 
blessing you when you go to work. But if you c”v utilize 
your blessing for the opposite - to attend entertainment 
venues - then there is no point in the beracha and c”v arur 
ata when you go to work.

Rabbi Avraham Greenwald
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R’ Moshe Wiederman
KI SOVO

The High Holy Days are on the horizon and there is just 
one question for: Are you ready? 

“Ready for what?” you may ask. “All that time in shul? 
All that cooking? All those guests?” Well, not exactly. I’m re-
ally asking if you are yet real with the holiday itself.

Real with the holiday? What’s that supposed to 
mean?What does it mean to be real with anything? Rabbi 
Pinchas Winston, noted lecturer and prolific author, suggests 
that “real” means that you understand the opportunity a situ-
ation offers you at any given moment in time, to the point of 
not missing it. A person has limited time and resources, and a 
huge part of life is about wasting neither. You have to know 
when and where to use both of them.

The gemara in masechtos brachos says: The righteous, 
even in death are called “living” . . . Evil people, even while 
alive are called “dead.” “Living” in this sense is obviously 
about more than properly functioning body organs. The “liv-
ing” here are those people who correctly use the opportunity 
of life, and the “dead” are those who waste it. They squander 
their time on earth and misuse their resources until they are 
part of the “living dead.”

Why, though, are the righteous called “living” if they are 
actually dead? When a person uses the opportunity of life cor-
rectly, it still serves him after he has passed from this world, 
as if he is still alive. He leaves a positive legacy based upon 
his past good deeds, deeds that still impact the world after he 
has died.

This is what we are judged for on Rosh Hashanah, how 
real we were, are, with life. The gemara in Rosh Hashana de-
scribes how there are three books are opened on Rosh Hasha-
nah, one for completely wicked people, one for completely 
righteous people, and one for those in the middle. The com-
pletely righteous people are immediately inscribed and sealed 
for life. The completely wicked people are immediately in-
scribed and sealed for death. Those in the middle have their 
judgment suspended until Yom Kippur. If they merit it, they 
are written for life, and if not, they are written for death. 

This statement can be seen as a line that stretches between 
two points. To the extreme left of the line, the “home” of the 
completely evil, is the category, “Not Real,” as in not real 
with life. At the other end, where the completely righteous 
“live” is “Real.” The rest of mankind can be found at billions 
of different points along this line, depending upon how real 
each person is with life.

It is a struggle. It is the struggle of life. It is actually the 
battle between the yetzer tov, man’s good inclination, and the 
yetzer hara, his evil inclination. The yetzer hara is the partier, 

the one who wants life to be a blast. Fun catches his attention 
and energizes him to act. Just watch how many people, even 
as adults, literally run to have fun.

The yetzer tov, however, is real with life. He not only 
knows about the concept of death, physical and spiritual, he 
takes them seriously. He is not one to throw caution to the 
wind, to sacrifice long term gain for short term pleasure. He 
knows that the temporal is only meant to be a means to the 
eternal.

Enter this week’s parshah. Blessings and curses. Ninety-
eight threats. Some more gruesome than others. The parshah 
is so scary that some congregations used to omit it out of fear. 
Once upon a time, Jews took its threats seriously, probably 
because they witnessed their actualization firsthand.

Make no mistake about it: God does not enjoy punishing 
His people. He makes this clear by beginning with a whole 
list of blessings and promises of good. He starts with this be-
cause He wants us to know that this is the way it ought to be, 
the way He wants it to be. However, the Torah says, the good 
is not free, nor should it be. It is the result of living a Torah 
lifestyle. It is the product of working on living up to your 
spiritual potential to the best of your personal ability. It is the 
spoils of war when we defeat the yetzer hara and its drive for 
temporal pleasures. None of it is to be taken for granted.

To drive the point home, the Torah then launches into the 
many curses for doing exactly this. The Torah is not saying 
that God is vindictive. The Torah is saying, “Understand what 
it means to stray from Torah, to your spiritual health and to 
the health of the world. Physical health is one of those things 
for which there is no automatic status quo. It has to be main-
tained, or it worsens. Creation is the same way. It was founded 
on chaos, and if man does not actively work on keeping chaos 
at bay, it keeps coming back and wreaking havoc.

All the countless wars throughout history? Chaos. All the 
plagues that have killed countless people? Chaos. All the in-
sanity that has intellectually infected society? Chaos again, 
the result of man not making enough of an effort to control it.

We were give free will to do exactly this. It is our most 
important distinguishing ability. It is what earns us reward in 
the World-to-Come. Yet, how many people actually pay at-
tention to it? How many people keep track of just how many 
REAL free will choices they make on a daily basis?

What IS a real free will choice? It is not choosing between 
vanilla and chocolate ice cream. It is desiring to do something 
the Torah forbids, and choosing not to do it instead. Or, it is 
not feeling like doing that which the Torah commands, and 
choosing to do it anyhow. It is choosing not to “eat” that spiri-
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tually unhealthy thing when almost every molecule in your 
body is pushing you to “consume” it.

Once there used to be only two categories with respect to 
the illness of Diabetes: “Diabetes” and “No Diabetes.” Since 
people did not recognize in time when they were transitioning 
from the latter to the former, the Medical Profession created a 
new category called “Pre-Diabetes,” to act as a warning buffer 
for people moving in the wrong direction.

Does it work? Does it help people stop eating too much 
sugar in time to avoid becoming diabetic? It all depends upon 
the person. If he is real with how close he is to becoming 

diabetic, and more importantly, the consequences of becom-
ing so, then it works. If not, then the person eats sugary foods 
thinking that he is safe when he really is not.

One of the greatest obstacles to becoming real with life 
today is hester panim, God’s “hidden face.” Evil exists and is 
even rampant. Thus, becoming real with life and free will is 
really up to the individual. Each person has to take the time to 
understand that God is not only here today, He’s as actively 
involved in our lives as ever before. The rules of Creation still 
apply, even if we can’t see them in action. 

R’ Moshe Wiederman

R’ Boruch Steinfeld
BAVLI OR YERUSHALMI?

We learn about the chashivus of Eretz Yisroel in this 
week’s Parsha since mitzvos that can only be done in 

Eretz Yisroel are discussed.
The Gemara in Bava Basra, daf kuf nun ches, amud alef 

speaks about an argument between Reb Ila and Reb Zeira. 
After Reb Zeira went up to Eretz Yisroel, the Amoraim in 
Bavel paskened like Reb Ila; however, Rabba paskened like 
Reb Zeira. As a result of Rabba paskening like Reb Zeira, Reb 
Zeira commented that we see from this that the air of Eretz 
Yisroel makes one smart. The Rashbam explains that upon ar-
riving in Eretz Yisroel, Reb Zeira worked very hard to forget 
all the learning he did in Bavel so he could re-learn every-
thing in Eretz Yisroe l. The Yaavetz says that as a result of this 
Gemara, one may learn in Eretz Yisroel without a chavrusa, 
while one is not allowed to do so in Chutz Le’Aretz.

The Milchamos in Meseches Rosh Hashana, perek gim-
mel writes that when there is an argument between an Amora 
of Eretz Yisroel against an Amora of Bavel, we pasken like 
the Amora of Eretz Yisroel since “Avira D’eretz Yisroel 
Machkim.” Tosfos in Sanhedrin, daf heh, amud bais  quotes 
Rabbeinu Tam in regard to “issur ve’hetter,” that the people of 
Eretz Yisroel are smarter, since the “avir” makes them smart 
and the people of Chutz Le’Aretz are subordinate to them.

In contrast, we see a Tosfos in Brachos, daf lamed tes, 
amud alef and Sukka, daf chof vov, amud bais that when 
there is a machlokes between Bavli and&nb sp;Yerushalmi, 
we pasken like the Bavli and not the Yerushalmi. The Shailos 
Ut’shuvos Maharik in siman peh daled and in siman tzaddik 

alef asks the obvious question. How could we pasken like 
the Bavli if the avir of Eretz Yisroel makes one wiser? To 
strengthen this question, we see in the Gemara in Kesubos, 
daf ayin heh, amud alef it says that one person in Eretz Yisroel 
is the equivalent of two in Bavel.

The Maharik answers that since the Talmid Bavli&n 
bsp;was written later than the Talmid Yerushalmi we pasken 
like the Bavli. Had the people in Bavel felt that the Gemara 
that the Yerushalmi brings down is accurate, they never would 
have written the Bavli. Therefore, we have a rule in psak that 
we follow the “basraa” (the later psak) since the later psak 
heard the previous psak and still felt that he needs to argue; 
whereas the first psak never heard the later psak, and it could 
very well be that had he heard the later psak, he would change 
his mind.

So why did Reb Zeira daven that he should forget his 
learning from Bavel? Initially, there was a lot of strife in Bav-
el and the majority of Bais Din and Sanhedrin were still in 
Eretz Yisroel, so full clarity was lacking in Bavel. However, 
during the days of Ravina and Rav Ashi, who composed Tal-
mud Bavli, Bavel was at peace and Eretz Yisroel was mostly 
destroyed. At that point in time there were no Bais Din and 
Sanhedrin in Eretz Yisroel, so the psak goes like Bavli.

Let us hope we are zocheh to Moshiach and all psak will 
come out of Eretz Yisroel whose “avir” makes one wiser.

Do you have a topic or discussion you want to read about? 
Please send comments or questions to hymanbsdhevens@
gmail.com or& nbsp;Berachsteinfeldscorner@gmail.com 
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PARSHA THOUGHTS
R’ Aron Moshe Jacobson

Moshe stressed to the people “this day [i.e. today], 
Hashem commands you to fulfill these decrees…” 

(26:17). Chafetz Chayim expounded on Moshe’s usage of 
the terminology ‘today’ as opposed to a general statement of 
being commanded. Our Evil Inclination is constantly pushing 
us to procrastinate. In Spanish there is a word Manãna 
(pronounced Manyana), which means tomorrow or whenever, 
usually referring to an uncertain time similar to “when I will 
get around to it”. Moshe was stressing, take advantage of 
today. Each and every day is a separate opportunity to follow 
the commandments of Hashem.

A person who hits another person secretly, is cursed 
(27:24). This prohibition is referring to anonymous and hidden 
attacks on others. If a person feels that someone else is doing 
something wrong then they have to take responsibility for 
their stance instead of speaking about them behind their back. 
R' Yaakov Galinsky quotes R' Elchanan Wasserman as having 
said, "If something is not appropriate to be done in the public 
eye, then it is also wrong to do it privately!" If we feel that it 
is necessary and appropriate to speak out about the wrong of 
another person, we should not do so by spreading the word 
through the proverbial grapevine. We should be prepared 
to speak to the person directly, privately and confront their 
wrong behavior. 
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